
Being a seasoned software development vendor, we offer 

vast expertise and fine-tuned processes to assess 

realistically and promptly the potential of your software 

project. We’ll help “flesh out” the problem, explore viable 

solutions, reveal, early on, implementation challenges 

and mitigate technological risks.  

Our research will save you time, money and heartache in 

the later development stages.

perfectial.com

Data-driven decision 
making with Perfectial’s 
feasibility research
Our feasibility study will help define the issue your business 
seeks to tackle or the opportunity it strives to capitalize on.
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We’ll help you “frame” the issue and give a clear focus to 

the project. Defining the scope clearly and stating the 

project’s potential impact on various areas within the 

organization puts everyone on the same page. 

Establish the scope 

of the project

It might so happen that an in-depth investigation will 

reveal that engineering an application from the ground up 

(to fix the issue at hand) isn’t feasible and that the tools 

your company has been using can be made sufficient 

with slight modifications. If not, certain elements of the 

current system can still be replicated, built upon and put 

into new software to save costs and effort. 

Inspect your 

current system

Unveiling deep requirements, both in terms of technical 

implementation and user expectations, helps shut off 

erroneous assumptions. During the course of the 

feasibility analysis, we will conjointly map out your 

project’s requirements for engineering, maintenance, 

DevOps skillsets, implementation, schedules, etc. 

Specify 

requirements

We’ll assess various implementation scenarios (that 

meet the requirements) and evaluate the strengths, 

weaknesses, and implications of each. After we’ve 

accumulated more information, we’ll be able to unveil the 

risk/reward tradeoffs of pursuing different courses of 

actions as well as potential stumbling blocks that might 

negate the initiative. 

Find a suitable 

approach

The goals of a feasibility study :
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Now, having concrete data to base decisions on, you can 

decide whether to move forward with the project, stop it at its 

tracks, or, possibly, request further clarification and analysis.

We have a wide-ranging experience of conducting 

feasibility studies for companies of different sizes in 

various business verticals. 

We cover everything from requirement specification to 

design description to software validation and verification 

reports; our early in-depth project analyses have proved to 

save clients costs and stress in the later development stages. 

We’ll identify every high risk associated with your project 

implementation (so you can better allocate efforts) as 

well as benefits different technologies bring. 

Compile a report

Why choose Perfectial? 
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